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CHAPTER I 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The job shop scheduling problem has been the subject of 
extensive research in recent years. Most of these studies 
are however concerned with scheduling a set of jobs arriving 
sequentially over time at a simple job shop. The assumption 
that all jobs are independent eliminates the possibility of 
combining the jobs at any stage of the process. So, only 
these jobs compete for the available resources i.e., the man 
or the man-machine systems. Though this model has many 
practical applications, there is yet another group of problems 
for which the above assumption is invalid. 

Manufacture of any complex product, made of several com-
ponent parts is an example of the other group. These products 
must be processed in a series of steps. In each of these 
steps various component parts, in integral amounts are com-
bined to create a new part--an assembly. In every one of these 
steps there is a precedence relationship between the parts. 
The parts can be processed in series or in parallel as long 
as this precedence relationship is maintained. We will de-
velop a technique to describe the component-assembly rela-
tionship, graphically as well as mathematically. Matrix 
algebra is used to represent these relationships and to cal-
culate the quantity of each of these components. 

This problem becomes slightly different when we consider 
the manufacture of a number of such products. In life the 



component parts of each product are not totally different. 
The fact is, these component parts are used in the end-items 
in an inconsistent fashion. For example, a firm which manu-
factures different types of electrical motors uses the same 
bolts, nuts etc. (detail parts) and the same magnetic coil 
casings (sub assemblies) in several of the models. Therefore, 
when wo plan to schedule production for these types of parts, 
we might as well determine the quantities of each component 
parts required to meet the end-items' demand. 

The problem of planning a production schedule has been 
dealt with in two major parts: 

Part I: Requirement generation. 
1. Part explosion 
2. Demand and requirement 

Part II. Scheduling 
3. Lot size 
4. Machine Scheduling. 

The total scheduling problem is discussed in these introductory-
pages. The initial data is given with the customers' orders. 
These orders dictate the type and quantity of components to 
be produced. They also determine the time when these compo-
nents have to be completed. 

The processing of each component part involves a "set 
of distinct diverse processing facilities and a set of tasks, 
each requiring work to be done in sequence, at one or more of 
these facilities" (6). In general, the order in which a task 



passes from one facility to another is not the same for all 
tasks in the system. The objective of scheduling is to 
array the tasks over the facilities in time subject to 
occupancy and precedence constraints, so as to optimize some 
temporal characteristics of the task and/or the facilities 
(7). Clearly, the task may be job-lot quantities of piece-
parts with sequences of machining operations to be performed. 

Most research in the area of job shop scheduling has been 
accomplished using digital computer simulation as the method 
of analysis. Using simulation techniques, Conway (5) was 
successful in determining superiority of shortest operation 
rule for a simple job shop. Rowe (16) used the simulation 
technique to establish decision rules for job lot production 
scheduling. Many attempts have been made to develop a prior-
ity rule for the assembly job shop which would perform well 
in all situations. 

This problem has been formulated mathematically using 
linear programming techniques. In many cases this approach 
becomes undesirable due to vast number of constraint equations 
generated. 

More experiments need be done to study the behavior of 
the model with reference to the release date of orders. 
Manne (12) tested a model for finding economic lot sizes for 
a machine shop required to produce many different items so 
as to meet a rigid delivery schedule. In our experiment we 
will cluster the end-item orders upto a certain length of time 



before releasing it to the shop. Using one standard priority-
rule for the assembly job shop, we will study the effects of 
this release date on the overall performance of the system. 

1.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 

An assembly job shop consists of a number of groups of 
processing facilities. Each facility group consists of a 
number of identical machines. Orders for end-items come 
from customers. These end-items, made up of groups of parts 
(sub-assembly and details) arrive at the shop at a certain 
exponential rate. The sub-assembly and detail parts consist 
of several individual jobs requiring the use of the available 
machine shop resources. The amount of processing time for 
any part is known with a mean and standard deviation. The 
total requirement of these parts are determined after ad-
justing against the available inventory. The cumulative 
requirements for the component parts are calculated until 
they are released to the shop. The parts are then scheduled 
to be manufactured as per the current operating procedure, 
and are dispatched to an assembly shop on completion. The 
existence of a predictable time between successive operations 
of each part gives one the ability to schedule the completion 
of parts at desired due dates with reasonable assurance. This 
ability is crucial in the production of parts for assembly 
lines; the shortage of one part could result in the shut-
down of the line or an expensive out-of-stock cost. In order 



to maximize the on-time completions of end-items we attempted 
to integrate the scheduling, loading and dispatching functions 
in a manner which capitalizes on the natural, movements of 
work through the shop. 

We define the control period as the period at the end of 
which the orders are released to the shop. The manner in 
which the orders are released depends on the type of orders, 
their arrival rate and their due dates. If the orders are 
released as soon as they arrive at the shop we might face 
several problems. Firstly, since the shop makes requirements 
for subsequent orders, it will be difficult to follow this 
particular order to the end of processing. Secondly, since 
some of the component parts required by this order may be 
identical as that of the subsequent orders we will lose the 
benefits of making the identical parts in lots. Thirdly, 
shop utilization can not be at its best. 

1.2 PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 

The purpose of this research is to develop a model for 
exploring the part requirements for a multi-product assembly 
shop so that the common parts can be identified and stored in 
part files. The objective of this experiment is to evaluate 
the performance of various releasing dates in an assembly job 
shop. 



CHAPTER II 
2.0 PART EXPLOSION AND NETTING 

Any complex product made of several components must be 
processed in a series of steps. Each of these component 
parts, in integral amount, are combined to create a new part--
an assembly. In every one of these steps a certain number of 
identical articles, the lot or batch, is processed with the 
same production operations. We will develop a technique to 
describe the component-assembly relationship, graphically as 
well as mathematically. Matrix algebra is used to represent 
these relationships and to calculate the number of components 
which are integrated into the manufactured parts. In a typical 
industrial system, orders for the end-items arrive at the 
shop. When we receive such order, we will generate the direct 
requirements for the end-item. We then net the requirements 
with the available stock and determine the requirements for 
the indirect components. Arrival of every new order neces-
sitates this part explosion and netting. Unless we determine 
the quantities of the component parts which are to be scheduled 
at the end of the release date our experiment to establish 
this release date will not be successful. 

2.1 DEFINITION OF BASIC TERMS (3) 
2.11 Operations 

An operation is a procedure that uses the facility to 



alter the physical, chemical or location state of the part 
being manufactured. 

2.12 Production facility 

A production facility is a man or man-machine combina-
tion which performs the operation. It may be an individual 
worker equipped with the simplest hand tools (or no tools) 
or it may be an entire manufacturing or purchasing department 
in a production system. In our case it is the man-machine 
combination which performs an operation on a part. 

2.13 Operation sheet 

The operation sheet is a list of manufacturing operations 
that must be performed in the stated sequence on the specified 
facilities to convert a certain amount of raw materials, de-
tail parts, and assemblies into a finished part. In our 
problem we will consider only the groups of facilities re-
quired by the part. 

2.14 Part 
Final assembly or end-item is a part not assembled to 

another part. This end-item is not a component for any other 
assembly in the system. Such a part represents the output of 
the manufacturing system and is shipped to the customer or to 
another department of the company outside our jurisdiction. 
An end-item therefore does not appear as a comsumed sub-part 
or component on any bill or material in the system. 



A sub-assembly is manufactured from a number of parts 
(detail parts). This is a component of a main-assembly (end-
item) and is directly consumed by it. 

A detail part is a "discrete" component of any type of 
assembly and it does not require any part to assemble itself. 
These parts are directly made from the raw materials and are 
consumed by the sub-assemblies and end-items. They themselves, 
therefore do not consume any part which we have processed in 
the system. 

In our problem each of the sub-assembly and detail parts 
are unique in a sense that the same part has the same oper-
ation, sheet throughout the simulation. The operation sheet 
of each of the sub parts and detail parts are generated only 
once at the beginning of simulation and they are not altered 
until the end of an iteration has occurred. These operation 
sheets, however, may be different for another iteration but 
the same operation sheet should be followed until the end of 
that particular interation. 

2.2 DIRECT AND INDIRECT CONSUMPTIONS 

As we said earlier a certain number of sub-parts are con-
sumed to generate an assembly. A part i is directly con-
sumed by assembly j, if it is directly required in the 
assembly operation. For the "direct" consumption of part 
i in the assembly j, part i is a positive quantity in 
the bill of material of assembly j. Part i is indirectly 



consumed by assembly j, if part i is consumed by a 
directly consumed sub-assembly of part j. In our case only 
the end-items can have both direct and indirect consumption 
of detail parts. 

2.3 BILL OF MATERIAL 

The bill of material of a given end-item is a listing 
of the quantities of parts which are directly consumed per 
unit of the given end-item. If an end-item has a null bill 
of materials (that is, zero quantities of all parts are 
directly consumed in its production), it should be assumed 
that the end-item does not require any parts to be made. 

For each entry in a bill of material there will be three 
items of information: 

(1) Designation of the end-item 
(2) Designation of the directly consumed part 
(3) The quantity of the directly consumed part which is 

consumed per unit of the produced consuming part. 
In our investigation both (2) and (3) are generated using 
pseudo-random numbers. 

2.4 LEVEL ORDER 

The hierarchy of parts (i.e., final assembly, sub-assem-
bly and detail parts) leads to the expression "level." Parts 
requiring the same number of assembly steps to appear in the 
end-item, are parts of the same level. We assign the end-item 



the level number "3" and a two digit number "30" to denote 
its number. We denote the sub-assembly as level number "2". 
In our investigation we have assumed ten sub-assemblies, 
numbering 20, 21, . . . , 23, 29; likewise we denoted ten 
detail parts by numbering 10 to 19. This hierarchy of parts 
is shown in fig. 2.1. 

{END-ITEM 1 Level Number 3 
i y; — Part Number 30 
[SUB-ASSEMBLIES Level Number 2 
' — ^ Part Number 20, 21, . . . , 23, 29 
[* DETAIL PARTS I Level Number 1 
< — - — ' p^t Number 10, 11, . . . , 13, 19 

Fig. 2.1 

2.5 PART STRUCTURE DIAGRAM 

The configuration of an assembly can be represented with 
a part structure diagram (Fig. 2.2). 



Each part in the figure 2,2 is shown by a small circle 
or node, which includes the part number. The direct consump-
tion of one part by another is represented by a line connecting 
the two circles. The arrow points to the consuming material 
only. The number i represents the number of the sub-assembly 
part and nij,the quantity of part i that is required to 
make one unit of end-item j. The number m represents the 
number of detail parts and nmi represents the quantity of 
detail part m that go to make one unit of the sub-assembly 
i. Similarly, nmj represents the quantity of detail part 
m that are required to make one unit of end-item, j. So, 
as per our definition both nij and nmj are direct requirements 
of part m for the end-items j. Quantity nmi is indirectly 
required by part j, but is directly required by part i. 
In our investigation, all the numbers i and m and their 
quantities, nmj, nmi and nij are generated for a given end-
item j. 

2.6 TOTAL REQUIREMENT MATRIX 
2.61 Definition 

In the total requirement matrix, T each element tij is J 
defined as the total quantity of part i needed to make one 
unit of part j. Since the total requirement matrix is very 
sparse, we will develop a method to generate and store the 
requirement matrix in a small computer storage space. 



2.62 Procedure 

Step I: We will generate randomly the quantity of end-
item. Let us assume this quantity is 10. 

Step II: We will generate randomly the quantity of level 
2 parts (sub-assembly) that go directly into one unit of the 
end-item. Let us assume this number is 3. Next we will 
generate the part number of these parts. Suppose we find 
these numbers are 21, 25 and 27. This means that, sub-assembly 
21, 25 and 27 are required by the end-item. In the following 
step the quantities for each of the sub-assemblies are gener-
ated randomly. Suppose these generated requirements for part 
numbers 21, 25 and 27 are 10, 15 and 5 respectively. The total 
requirement of these three parts is obtained by multiplying 
each of them by the number of end-items. So the total re-
quired quantities for part #21 are 10 x 10 = 100; part #25 
are 15 x 10 = 150; and for part #27 are 5 x 10 = 50. Suppose 
the available inventory for part #21 are 20 units; for part 
#25 are 50 units; and for part #27 are 10 units. Therefore, 
the demanded quantities for part #21 are 100-20 = 80 units; 
for part #25 are 150 - 50 = 100 units; and for part #27 are 
50 - 10 = 40 units. In the matrix representation this is 

Part #21 10 20 10 20 
80 

Part #25 10 . 15 - 50 = 150 - 50 = 100 
Part #27 5 10 50 10 40 

Assumption: there is no available inventory for end-items. 



Each of these quantities are stored in a column vector in 
which the rows indicate the part number and the elements of 
the vector represent the quantities demanded for each part. 

Step III: The demanded quantities for the sub-assembly 
parts are updated each time an order for an end-item arrives. 

Step IV: The detail part requirements are calculated 
against the updated quantities of end-items and sub-assembly 
parts. To generate the part number and their individual 
quantities for one unit of subparts and end-items the pseudo-
random number generator is used. Suppose we generate a re-
quirement of 5 units of part #11 and 2 units of part #13 for 
making one unit of part #21. We require 2 units of part #13 
to make one unit of part #25 and 1 unit of part #14 to make 
one unit of part #27. We also find that 10 units of part #13 
are required to make one unit of the end-item. Therefore, in 
the matrix representation this becomes: 

Part #11 
5 
0 0 0 

80 
400 

Part #12 0 0 0 0 100 0 
Part #13 2 2 0 10 40 460 
Part #14 0 0 1 0 10 40 

(A) (B) (C) 

Suppose the available inventory for these parts (part #11, 
12, 13 and 14) are 100, 0, 260 and 100 units. Therefore, the 
demanded quantities for part #11 are 400 - 100 = 300; for 
part #12 is 0; for part #13 are 460 - 260 = 200; for part 



#14 are 40 - 100 = -60 i.e., the demanded quantity for part 
#14 is 0 with an inventory of 60 units. 

We find that the requirement matrix is very sparse i.e., 
there are only a few non-zero elements in it. To save com-
puter memory we do not store the requirement (A), but store 
only the significant non-zero elements. As soon as an order 
for an end-item arrives, we repeat the procedure to update 
the quantities of each sub-assembly and detail parts. Thus 
we need only a (10 x 1) array for storing the detail parts 
and a (10 x 1) array for storing the sub-assembly parts. 



CHAPTER III 
BILL OF MATERIALS AND LOT SIZE 

3.0 BILL OF MATERIALS 

As discussed in Chapter II, the bill of materials shows 
the listings of the quantities of parts which are directly 
consumed per unit of the end-item. A simple product is made 
up of several component parts. But in many cases, the pro-
duct consists of certain subparts, each or some of which are 
again an assemblage of several detail parts. In an ideal job 
shop situation the product (end-item) is made up of several 
jobs or subparts. When an order for an end-item arrives at 
the shop, we are concerned with making all of these subparts 
or jobs in a desired fashion. In this case we assume that 
these parts have usage in this product only and they would 
not be used in the next or subsequent products. So we manu-
facture exactly the required quantities of the parts. There-
fore, in an ideal job shop situation there is very little or 
no inventory on hand. The manufacturer's attention is fully 
focused on completing these parts so that the job order can 
be maintained. The bill of material in this case will contain 
only the listings of the jobs and their precedence relation-
ships. 

There is another situation where the subsequent orders 
for end-items result in making the same subparts. In this 
case the subsequent end-item requires some parts which are 
used by the previous end-item. For example, one unit of end-



item A requires 5 units of SI, 3 units of S2 and 5 units of 
D1 and 4 units of D2, where SI and S2 are sub-assemblies 1 
and 2, and D1 and D2 are detail parts 1 and 2. One unit of 
the next end-item B requires 10 units of SI and 10 units of 
Dl. This kind of problem is common in the case of firms man-
ufacturing a varieties of end-items. Examples are, firms making 
different varieties of consumer goods, viz., TV sets, radios, 
electric fans, airconditioners and even automobiles. 

In the above example, if we wait till the next order 
arrives, we can release to the shop an order of (5 + 10) = 15 
units of SI, 3 units of S2, (5 + 10) = 15 units of D1 and 4 
units of D2. We can therefore afford to delay the release 
date of orders to the shop subject to the condition that the 
scheduled delivery dates for the orders are maintained. In 
such situations, the part requirements should be reviewed 
with the arrival of a new order. 

3.1 LOT SIZE 

Normally a company produces many products of the same 
type but not identical. Many of the parts are used in a 
number of end-items, however, in an inconsistent fashion. 
The ordering fashion of the end-items is also of uncertain 
nature. 

The production has to fulfill the requirements R for each 
part. The available production hours of each machine, the 
time it takes to manufacture each required part is known. 



There are also costs for each set-up and for carrying an in-
ventory. The problem is to determine the lot size for each 
individual part so that the production requirements are met 
and the combined costs of manufacturing and inventory are 
minimized. 

3.2 MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM (13) 
3.21 Requirement (or Market Demand Restrictions) 

The manufacturing company produces I parts, i on the M 
available machines, m. We are asked to plan for the T future 
planning periods, t. The requirement rit of each part i and 
each planning period t, are obtained from the end-item orders. 
We must determine the quantity xit of part i that is to be 
manufactured in the tth period and call it the lot size or 
order quantity Xit. The cumulative requirement it for each 
part i from k = 0 upto and including period t can be given by 

t 

The production plan must meet the given requirements. So we 
get the inequality: 

and cumulative order quantity can be written as 

t 
Xit " ^ xik 



This is shown in Fig. 3-1. 

Time in planning period 
Fig. 3.1 

3.22 Machine restrictions 

The production plan must stay within the available machine 
capacity, say mt. To satisfy this requirement we need to 
determine the machine time required by the production plan. 

If the production of a single part i on machine m needs im 
hours, the load on machine m by part i is expressed by: 

hmit = ^im xit 

For all the parts processed on machine m the total requirement 
time is given by 



I 

i=1 

This machine load must stay within the available machine 
capacity for that period. So we have the inequality, 

hmt ̂ ^mt 

3.23 Inventory cost 

The production plan specifies that a cumulative quantity 
of xit parts are manufactured in period, t whereas there are 
only parts required. All these extra parts i.e., (xit-

it) parts produced in period t for a later usage have to be 
stored. This requires maintenance of an inventory. 

If ci : cost of each part, i 
p : carrying rate in per cent 
pci : the carrying cost of each part i for one 

period, t 
CI : the total inventory cost 

then, we can state: 

= pci (it) 
i t 

3.24 Set-up cost 

If the set-up cost of manufacturing part, i on machine 
m is given by and U(xit) is the number of set-ups for 
part i during the period t then the total set-up cost can 
be written as: 



CS = U(xit). 
i m t 

3.25 Overtime cost 

The production time outside the normal machine capacity 
mt is penalized by additional costs, the overtime costs. 
The overtime (h^ - m t ) machine, m in period, t 

generates total overtime cost Co which is given by 

Co hmt . Cm . p 
m t 

where, Cm : the normal production costs per hour of 
machine m, 

p : the overtime costs expressed as a percentage 
of normal production costs per hour. 

3.26 Total cost equation and method of obtaining solution 

Adding up inventory, set-up and overtime costs for the 
production plan, we get 

Ctotal = Cl + Cs +Co 

= P (Xit + Cim.U(xit) 
i t i m t 

+ (hmt-mt P . C m-
m t 



The problem is to acquire a set of xit that will minimize 
the total cost equation subject to the inequalities: 

xit it .....(1) 

^ ^ t - - * - (2) 
t 

with X^^ = x^^ . . . (3) 
k^O 

" t 
and /l*̂  - r ^ . . . (4) 

k-0 

This optimization problem is a special case of linear pro-
gramming problem. To realize the magnitude of the problem we 
consider the example of a situation where we are to make 20 
different parts on 10 different groups of machine for a total 
planning interval of 10 weeks. So, the number of unknowns 
are 20 . 10 = 200 i.e., equation (3) has to be written for each 
part, i and each production period, t. This amounts to 200 
equations. Similarly, equation (1) will give rise to 200 
equations. Equation (2) represents the condition for staying 
within the maximal machine capacity. For 10 machines and 10 
planning periods, this will give 100 inequalities. The cost 
equation contains the sum of three terms. The first term con-
tains I.T = 20 . 10 = 200 terms, the second term contains 
I.M.T. = 20 . 10 .10 = 2000 terms and the third therm contains 
M.T. = 10 . 10 = 100 terms. We thereby gain a total of 2300 terms. 

Summing up, we have 200 unknowns, 500 inequalities and 
an objective function with 2300 terms. The handling of this 



size of problem is not worthwhile compared to the benefits 
derived from it. 

In our research we propose to solve the lotting problem 
in the following manner. 

3.3 LOTTING 

The manufacturing company in our example produces a 
variety of parts. The requirement of each part fluctuates 
from one period to another. If we draw the requirement 
pattern of parts, it will be like Fig. 3.2. 

M -p 
s (t) 
-H 
o 0) fts 

<u 
-r-! -P cH 
r-] 
^ 
O 

H 
oj 
H 3* 
o 

cumulative order qty 

cumulative requirement 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Time in planning period 



To have a satisfactory scheme we must have a production plan 
that meets the requirement i.e., we have the required quanti-
ty of parts ready in hand before we use the part. We can 
have a production plan described in Fig. 3.2. This plan 
envisages production of the exact quantity at each stage of 
the planning period. If at a certain date some quantities of 
parts are required, we will determine the date when the pro-
duction of this part should be started. For example, in Fig. 
3.2 we need 50 units at the end of period 2. The production 
of these 50 units require 1 plan period. We will therefore 
start making these 50 units at the end of period 1. We also 
find in the above figure that we do not require this part 
at the end of 4th and 5th period. But we need 50 units of 
this part at the end of 6th period. Since the time to make 
these 50 units is only 1 plan period, we will start making 
these 50 units at the beginning of 6th period and not before. 

The main advantage of this scheme is no in-process in-
ventory; the parts are manufactured as and when they are re-
quired. So it has all the advantages of carrying no in-pro-
cess inventory, including minimum record keeping for the parts. 

This process may be ideal for a true job shop model. 
But in situations where the parts are used over and over 
again it has many potential disadvantages, viz., 

1) the cost of set-up becomes high, 
2) the cost of overtime might have to be included when 

the production can not be met. 



3) there is always a risk of running hand to mouth, 
specially in an assembly plant. Here any unfore-
seen cause might delay the production of any part 
during any period. This means that the next assem-
bly operation can not be performed. Referring to 
our example in Fig. 3.2, if the machine breaks down 
during the period 6-7, the estimated 50 units of the 
part can not be ready at the end of the 6th planning 
period. As a result the assembly which uses this 
part will be delayed. 

To overcome all these difficulties we shall adopt a 
scheme for scheduling the parts in lots. Under this proposed 
plan, we would accumulate the end-item orders for a certain 
length of time. This time period may be one week or one month 
or one year depending upon the manufacturing situation and the 
nature of orders. The effect of this release date on the per-
formance of the shop and the overall system will be investi-
gated during our experiment. 

In establishing the release date we face the following 
problems. Suppose, the orders are released to the shop after 
two weeks. But is this the proper time to release the orders? 
We have the restriction of completing the order before its 
due date. It is necessary to set the due dates at a projected 
future period, say four weeks from the day the order is re-
ceived. At the end of the release date, orders are released 
to the shop. Normally, the due date is more or less fixed 



for the orders. The sales department generally makes a com-
mitment regarding the delivery of orders. First, we will 
assume this commitment is a justifiable one. Our efforts 
will be to improve the shop performance by varying the re-
lease date (control period). 

If the control period is short then the situation is like 
a true job shop. If it is too large it is likened to a flow 
shop. In our investigation we will assume an intermediate 
situation. We know that the same parts are ordered. But 
their quantity and arrival time are uncertain. In our simu-
lation experiment we will generate the quantity and arrival 
time for orders and try to establish a suitable control period. 
The proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Shop 
Orders 

orders 

ii o 3 4 5 
Time period 

6 7 a 10 

Fig. 3.3 



CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER MODEL 

4.1 DEFINITION OF BASIC TERMS 

The shop is composed of a set of machines (resources or 
men) partioned into a set of machine groups or work centers. 
The size of the load on the shop will depend on the number of 
machine groups available as well as the number of machines in 
each machine group. 

The product or end-item is an assembly of parts. These 
parts are to be processed in the shop as per certain precedence 
relationship. 

The processing time is associated with each part and can 
be defined as the actual machine time required to complete 
the operation. 

The assembly shop is a fictitious shop where all completed 
jobs await the completion of the last job of their respective 
products. When all of the jobs of a product are complete, 
the product is allowed to exit from the system. 

3.2 THE MODEL 

The model is chosen to represent an assembly job shop. 
This shop has 5 groups of machines or processing facilities. 
Each facility group consists of 2 identical machines. Each 
order for end-item arriving at the shop contains several 
subparts and detail parts. The requirement and demand for 
these parts are calculated as described in Chapter II. The 



demanded parts require the usage of available shop resources. 
The amount of processing time for a particular part is speci-
fied with a mean and standard deviation. Similarly the pro-
duction facilities on which a part is processed is known. 
We have used a random generator to generate the machine group 
requirement. The parts are scheduled according to the current 
operating procedure and are dispatched to an assembly shop on 
completion. The existence of a predictable time between the 
successive completion of each part gives one the ability to 
schedule the completion of parts at desired due dates with 
reasonable assurance. This ability is crucial in the produc-
tion of parts for an assembly shop; the shortage of one part 
could result in the shut-down of the assembly line or an 
expensive out-of-station cost. In order to maximize the 
number of on-time completion of parts, we attempted to inte-
grate scheduling, loading and dispatching Amotions in a 
manner which capitalizes on the natural movement of work 
through the shop. 

Assumptions: 
1) We assume that operation time i.e., the actual time 

spent on a machine is small compared to the total time the 
part spends in the shop. 

2) The movetime between machine centers plus waiting 
time is approximately the same for all operations. The result 
is: the total time a particular part spends in the shop is 
highly correlated with the number of operations to be performed 



and is nearly independant of the total machining time required 
for its completion. It is also highly dependant on the number 
of parts the product contains (16). 

4.21 FORMULATION OF THE MODEL 

The following rules are incorporated while forming the 
model. 

4.22 LOADING RULE 

A series of I end-item orders arrive randomly at an 
assembly shop. Each end-item requires some of the 10 sub-
assembly and 10 detail parts in a random quantity. The 
quantities of each of these 10 sub-assemblies and 10 detail 
parts are updated each time a new order for end-item is 
received. We assume there may be some on-hand inventory for 
the sub-parts and detail parts. But there is no available 
inventory for the end-item. 

At the end of the control period (which we intend to 
vary) we determine the netted quantities of accumulated parts 
to be made. Each part is scheduled according to an established 
scheduling rule (which we will describe next). From that 
schedule we know that a particular part is to be processed 
within a given time period. If we arrange all the jobs being 
scheduled in a matrix (Fig. 4.1), we have formed a prediction 
of the load on each machine group for each time period, i.e., 
the sum of all the estimated operation times for each time 



period, by the machine group. 
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Fig. 4.1 

4.23 SCHEDULING RULE 

Each job is scheduled backward from its due date. The 
due dates for each level of parts are calculated by sub-
tracting the total processing time of its next higher level 
parts from the due date of the end-item. Thus if the due 
date for end-item is at 180 hours, and the total processing 
time of level 3 parts is 20 hours, then the due date for 
level 2 parts is at 160 hours (i.e., 180 - 20). 



4.24 Dispatching Rule 

In the above operation of the job shop we must also 
dispatch from a queue of jobs waiting for being processed 
on the machine. Each end-item should be completed by the due 
date. The priority of the parts will reflect the completion 
of the end-items with the shortest possible delay. 

For example, if all the parts waiting for a particular 
machine group must be completed at the end of the next time 
period, they can be processed in any order. If, however, a 
part is late and has an earlier due date than the rest of the 
parts in the queue, it is worked first so that it may "catch 
up" with its time period. The rule is "the job in the queue 
with the earliest due date for the operation will be worked 
first." In case of ties, choice should be made on the basis 
of shortest operation. 

4.3 MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE 

The performance of alternative control period for re-
leasing the orders to the shop could be measured in a number 
of different ways. If one were to state costs for overtime, 
storage of jobs completed ahead of schedule, work-in-process 
inventory, lateness, administration of the system etc., it 
would be possible to have a single measure of performance--
total cost. However, the relative values of these costs 
change from shop to shop. Therefore, the following measure 
of performance are used in this investigation to provide 



some basis conclusions of general applicability. 
1. Deviations from completion due-date 

a. Products . earliness 
b. Products . lateness 

2. Work-in-process inventory i.e., average number of 
parts in the shop 

3. Shop utilization. 



CHAPTER V 
THE SIMULATION 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 

Ideally, verification of new concepts and methods should 
be conducted in actual machine shops; however, interference 
with daily routines and the inevitable disruptions would prove 
prohibitive. Aside from possible resentment and high cost, 
results would be unrealistic without a properly controlled 
experiment, as well as the loss of much valuable time in ob-
taining and analyzing data. Computer simulation, on the other 
hand, provides a suitable means for testing alternate rules 
without spending many months to evaluate each parameter. A 
better understanding of the production system is possible as 
a result of a rapid and unbiassed means for studying the 
details of factory operations. 

An analysis of our proposed system shows it has a number 
of interacting parameters viz., 

1) the arrival of orders for end-items, 
2) the part-structure of end-items, i.e., what quanti-

ties of parts are required to produce one unit of 
end-item, 

3) the machine or processing facility requirement for 
each part, 

4) the processing time for each part, 
5) the due-dates for the end-items. 



The effect of changing these parameters can be well 
studied by using simulation techniques. 

In our formulated system we are interested in two kinds 
of objectives: 

1) evaluation of alternative rules for operating the 
system, 

2) study the system performance if the system parameters 
are changed. 

While evaluating alternative rules for operating the 
system we would investigate with the following objectives: 

1) to determine the best possible control period for 
releasing orders to the shop, 

2) to improve the processing efficiency of the shop in 
terms of machine utilization and congestion in the 
shop, 

3) to improve the on-time completion of end-items. 

5.1 ORGANISING THE COMPUTER MODEL 

This simulation model was programmed in FORTRAN IV 
utilizing GASP II (General Activity Simulation Program), a 
Fortran based simulation language developed by Pritsker and 
Kiviat (15). The simulation was conducted on IBM 360/50 
computer. 

5.2 THE SIMULATION MODEL 

The next event type simulation was developed. The specific 



events are: 
1) Arrival of an order for an end-item, 
2) End of processing for a part . 

The model was designed so that a special product departure 
from the system would be unnecessary. This was accomplished 
by means of a variable JBPRT(LEV) which stored the number of 
uncompleted parts in each level. When the last part in the 
level was completed JBPRT(LEV) is set equal to zero. 

Entities of the system are parts and machine groups. As 
a permanent entity each machine group is considered separately 
and its current status is available at any time. Parts are 
classified as a temporary entity and as such must be associated 
with enough informations to maintain their integrity. This 
is accomplished by defining various part attributes which 
follow any particular part until its processing has been 
completed and statistics calculated. 

To satisfy the above requirements we have used 7 files. 
The first file being an event file. The second file is the 
part file for storing all the informations about the parts. 
The remaining files are for each of the machine groups. 

5.3 ENTITIES AND ATTRIBUTES (15) 

GASP has been designed to facilitate "next event" types 
of simulation. In such simulations, simulated time progresses 
from one event to the other until (1) an end of simulation 
event occurs, or (2) a preplanned total simulation time is 



exceeded. 
An event is defined as "an occurrence, taking place or 

possibility of taking place of a change in the state of a 
system." Events take place at specific points in time as 
determined by the system to be simulated. It is therefore 
necessary that the projected times of occurrence of future 
events should be stored in chronological order in a calendar. 
Such a calendar is called a file. This file, along with 
other relavent information about the event also stores the 
types of events occurring at any such projected time. 

As discussed above, "next event" simulation involves the 
portrayal of a system through time by examining the system 
at each event instant. A system is described by the entities 
(items) contained in the system and attributes of the entities. 
The entities may be associated with files (sets). Events can 
cause changes in the values of the attributes of the entities 
and/or the membership of entities in files. Thus, the por-
trayal of the system through time can be thought of as the 
status of the files containing the entities and the values of 
the attributes through time. Analysis of simulation involve 
the calculation of statistical properties of the files and the 
values of the attributes. 

As demanded by GASP II, file 1 is the event file. When 
an order for an end-item (an entity) arrives, the attributes of 
the end-item are filed in the event file. At the same time 
various other informations of the end-item (attributes) are 



filed in file no. 2. Similarly the attributes of the files 
for machines are changed when a part is processed or queued. 
To affect this, the necessary attributes for each of the files 
are: 
File 1 Attribute 1: Scheduled time of next event 

Attribute 2: Event code 
Arrival of order for end-item --- 1 
(Subroutine ARRVL) 

Attribute 3: Arrival time of end-item (part) 
Attribute 4 = 0 
Attribute 5 = 0 
Attribute 6 = End-item order number 
Attribute 7 = 0 
Attribute 8 = 0 
Attribute 9 = Due date 
Attribute 10 = 0 

File 2 Attribute 4 = Processing time per part 

Release order to the shop 
(Subroutine REPORT) 
Netting with inventory 
(Subroutine STOCK) 

3 

2 

End of processing 
(Subroutine PROCES) 

- 4 

Attribute 5 = Part number 
Attribute 7 = Quantity per part 
Attribute 8 = Machine requirement 



Attribute 10 = Inventory per part 
Other attributes of the file are same as File 1. 
File 3 to 7 
(inclusive) 

Attribute 4 = Processing time per part 
Attribute 5 = Part number 
Attribute 6 = 0 
Attribute 7 = Quantity per part 
Attribute 9 = Due date 

Other attributes of the files are same as File 1. 
Ranking File 1 and 2 are ranked on attribute 1 on 

the basis of FIFO (First-in-first-out). Ranking of other 
files depend on the due dates (attribute 9). 

5.4 COLLECTION OF STATISTICS 
5.41 Statistics related to products 

Various statistics are necessary for a complete 
analysis of the system performance. The following statisti-
cal data resulting from the simulation are collected. 

1. Average product flow time through the system. 
2. Average product flow time through the job shop. 
3. Average product flow time through the assembly shop. 
4. Average departures from initial due date estimate. 

We explain and justify that the collection of the above 
statistics is sufficient for our analysis: 



1. Average product flow time (PFT) is the sum of the 
sum of the average flow time through the job shop 
and the assembly shop. i.e., 

PFT = PJS + PAS 

In fact, when we collect statistics for the average 
flow-time through the job shop (PJS) and the assembly shop 
(PAS), this statistics is superfluous. But it is collected 
for checking the above relationship. 

2. Average product flow-time through the job shop (PJS) 
gives the measure of the job shop performance. 

3. Average product flow-time through the assembly shop 
(PAS) gives the average time each product remains 
in the assembly shop waiting for its component parts 

4. Average departure from the initial estimate of due-
dates: gives the average departure from the due-
dates, i.e.,--

I 
(EXCTi - DDATEi)/I 

i=l 

where, EXCTi: Expected completion time of an end-item, i 
DDATEi: Initial estimate of due date for i 

i : End-item number i = 1, 2, . . . . I. 
Expected completion time for a product, i is determined in 
the following fashion. 



When an order for an end-item (product) arrives, an ex-
pected completion time is calculated for each component part 
of the product, viz., 

E(CTIMEij) = TIMCAr + PTIME ij. A 

where 
E(CTIMEij) : Expected completion time of part , j and 

product, i 
TFMCAr : Time first machine is available in machine 

group, r 
PTIMEij : Processing time for part, j of product, i 

A : Factor to take care of the waiting time. 
Thus the expected completion time for the product, i is given 
by 

J 
E(CTIMEij). 

J=1 

5.42 Statistics related to machines 

The utilization of each machine group is obtained by 
using the GASP provided subroutine TMSTAT. This subroutine col-
lects statistical data based on observations made over time. 
The relative frequency in which a variable has a given value 
can be considered as the proportion of time that the variable 
has that value (15). The expected value of the variable 
would then be: 



Expected value = x total simulation time 

( 1 ) (time variable 
total simulation time has value x) x 

x 

Therefore, by continuously monitoring the number of busy 
machines, we can obtain a measure of utilization. 

In general, shop utilization is obtained as (19): 

= 1 M 1 TBUZk 
Ushop = TTIME 

r=1 k=1 

where, 
M = total number of machine groups 
r = machine group number, r = 1, 2, . . . M 
Lr = number of machines in machine group, r 
TBUZk = total busy time for machine k of machine group, 

r 
TTIME = total time period considered. 
The mean values for each of the machine groups are cal-

culated and they are monitored under "TIME GENERATED DATA" 
i.e., this corresponds to 

Lr TBUZk 
TTIME 

k=1 
From this we calculate the shop utilization by adding all of 
the mean values and dividing by the total number of machines 
in the shop. 



CHAPTER VI 
6.0 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
6.1 CONDITIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Every run consisted of 400 end-item orders with inter-
arrival intervals obtained (in advance in the end-item order 
generation) from an exponential distribution. The mean, of 
this exponential distribution was set to yield a utiliza-
tion of 75% in the shop (and therefore 75% on each machine). 

In each case, the shop was initially empty and no orders 
were released till the release date. At the end of each re-
lease date a batch of end-item orders were released to the 
shop. This technique itself accelerates the initial loading 
of the shop. Previous experiments by Conway (5) showed that 
under this condition stability is achieved very rapidly. 

A simulation experiment is undertaken with an eye to 
obtaining information pertaining to some parameters of the 
given structure. Since computer simulation, is an experimental 
procedure, one of the most important points is that the simu-
lated system has attained its steady-state condition. In our 
case, the initial 100 orders were taken as required to set up 
the shop condition. Statistics were collected after the first 
100 orders were completed and it was continued till the com-
pletion of 400 orders. Conway (5) had found that the shop 
settled down at a time concurrent with the arrival of 400 jobs. 
In our investigation, the completion of 400 jobs was roughly 
equivalent to the arrival of 30 orders. 



During each run a set of orders were generated using 
pseudo-random numbers. This same set was presented to the 
shop to compare alternative release dates. Three such sets 
of orders were generated for the three runs. Table I gives 
the job-table for the three sets. 

Random routing was used throughout the investigation. 
The number of machine groups was set at 5, each group having 
2 machines. Though a larger shop with a greater number of 
machines may exhibit full shop complexity, it was not used 
for the sake of computer time (execution time of experiments 
would vary approximately as the square of the number of 
machines (5)). 

For each run, end-item orders were analyzed i.e., their 
requirements of sub-parts and detail parts were determined. 
The part-structure (requirement of subparts and detail parts 
for an end-item) of end-items were generated with different 
seeds for pseudo-random generator. Thus end-item orders were 
made different from one another in a sense since they did not 
require the same subparts and detail parts in the same fashion. 
But the subparts and detail parts were unique i.e., they had the 
same operation sheet throughout. Therefore the routing and 
processing time for each of the parts were generated once, at 
the beginning of each run. 

Finally, these conditions were completely stationary--
the same conditions and procedures were used throughout a 
run. Three such runs were made to investigate the alternative 



order releasing procedure. The following five order re-
leasing dates were candidates for investigation: 

1. 20 hours 
2. 40 hours 
3. 60 hours 
4. 60 hours 
5. 120 hours 

6.1.1 

The present analysis was restricted by memory storage 
and time limitations on the IBM360/50 computer. Originally 
it was planned to use a shop of 10 machine groups and we 
wanted to keep one file for each of the 10 subparts and 10 
detail parts. This required an approximate calendar size of 
10 - 3000; and it used approximately 30-35 minutes of computer 
time for each run of simulation. To facilitate ease of com-
putation, the problem had to be trimmed. We had to group the 
subparts and detail parts together and use a shop of 5 machine 
groups. This required an approximate calendar of 10 - 2000. 
The computing time also was greatly reduced. Each run now 
required approximately 20 minutes of computer time, so that 
we could make 3 runs for one release date within an approxi-
mate time of 60 minutes. 

6.2 MEASUREMENT OF PERFORMANCE 

Basically there were four measures of performance of 



interest. Two of these--the utilization of facilities, and 
the amount of work-in-process inventory---are essentially at-
tributes of the shop. The other two—the total time in the 
shop, and the lateness with respect to assigned due dates--
are attributes of the job passing through the shop. These 
were measured in the following manner. 

6.21 Utilization 

The utilization of each machine was obtained by means 
of the GASP provided subroutine TMSTAT, which collects statis-
tics on the relative frequency with which a variable has a 
given value. Therefore, by continuously monitoring the number 
of busy machines in each machine group, we obtained a measure 
of utilization. Throughout our investigation we considered a 
shop with 5 machine groups, each group having 2 machines. 
The statistics generated by each of these 5 machine groups 
are listed under the heading "TIME GENERATED DATA" (Table II). 
The mean value of each of these machine groups are listed under 
the column heading "MEAN" in the same table. Total utiliza-
tion for the shop is obtained by adding these "MEAN" utiliza-
tions for each of the 5 groups and dividing by the total number 
of machines in the shop. Total shop utilization based on the 
average of three runs are tabulated in Table III. 

6.22 Work-in-process Inventory 

An estimate of the work-in-process inventory is obtained 



by measuring the average number of jobs waiting in queue. 
The queue contents also vary from one service period to 
another under the same release rule. An average of these 
queue contents gives a measure of the total number of jobs 
waiting to be serviced. This queue statistics were obtained 
by using subroutine PRINTQ (provided in GASP II). Data were 
obtained for, 

1. Average number of jobs in the queue with respect to 
time, 

2. Maximum number of jobs in the queue, 
3. Status of the queue at the end of service period. 

Average work-in-process inventory for each release dates are 
tabulated in Table IV. A typical queue printout is included 
in Appendix A. 

6.23 Total time in the shop 

Total time in the shop for an order is calculated as the 
difference of departure time and arrival time. This was ob-
tained by monitoring each arrival and departure time of orders 
by using GASP provided subroutine COLECT. 

6.24 Lateness/earliness 

When an order arrives, its due-date is determined as 
multiple of its total processing time (suggested by Conway 
(6)). A multiple of 9 times the total processing time gave 
the due-date for an order. lateness is defined as the 



difference between the actual completion time of an order and 
its estimated due-date. A negative lateness indicates the 
order was completed early. By continuously monitoring the 
difference between the due-date and completion date, an 
estimate of deviation from the due dates is obtained. This 
is tabulated in Table V. 

Figure 6.1 gives the effect of varying release date on 
the on-time completion of orders. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 give 
the queue content and total shop utilization, respectively 
for a release date. 



TABLE I 

DESCRIPTION OF ORDER GENERATING ROUTINE 

Set 
No. Routing 

Processing Time 
Distribution 

Interarrival 
Intervals 

No. of 
Orders 
Processed 

Seed 

1 Random Erlang (2, 2) 
-5-10.0 
( = 1.0) 

Erlang (1, 
8.0-20.0 
( 10.0) 

1) 400 13127 
29245 

2 Random Erlang (2, 2) 
.5-10.0 
( = 1.0) 

Erlang (1, 
8.0-20.0 

10.0) 
1) 400 21725 

31761 

3 Random Erlang (2, 2) 
.5-10.0 
( = 1.0) 

Erlang (1, 
8.0-20.0 
( = 10.0) 

1) 400 91271 
49781 



TABLE II 

GENERATED DATA** 

CODE MEAN STD. DEV. MIN. MAX. TOTAL TIME 

1 1.75 0.73 1531.42 2.00 1531.420 

2 1.52 0.64 1531.42 2.00 1531.420 

3 1.53 0.73 1531.42 2.00 1531.420 

4 1.68 0.76 1531.42 2.00 1531.420 

5 1.49 0.71 1531.42 2.00 1531.420 

*** TOTAL UTILIZATION= 79.71 

SERVICE PERIOD (HRS.)= 60.00 RUN # 3 



SHOP UTILIZATION 

Release 
Interval No. of Av. Utilization 
(Hrs) Runs % 

20 3 71.2 
40 3 73.5 
60 3 79.8 
80 3 86.9 
120 3 67.5 



NO. OF JOBS IN THE SHOP AT THE END 
OF THE SERVICE PERIOD 

Service No. of Jobs in Queue 
Period Mean Variance 

(Hrs) 

20 55 18 
40 40 38 
60 20 19 
30 15 3 
120 9 15 



TABLE V 
ON-TIME COMPLETION OF ORDERS 

Release Lateness per Order Earliness of Order 
Interval No. of 
(Hrs) runs Mean Variance Mean Variance 

20 3 3.16 1.5 
40 3 1.74 .47 
60 3 3.02 .31 
80 3 .01 .12 

120 3 6.15 2.11 



On-time Completion of Orders 

Fig. 6.1 



Fig. 6.2 



Shop Utilization 
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CHAPTER VII 
7.0 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

There were two principal areas of investigation. The 
first; was the study of the on-time completion of orders. If 
orders are completed early, stockage of finished orders till 
the scheduled delivery date costs money. On the otherhand, 
late delivery is harmful to the goodwill of the company, 
often it results in making special arrangements for shipment. 
It is therefore desirable that orders be completed on time. 
The second major area of investigation was the minimization 
of the work-in-process inventory. 

7.1 THE INVESTIGATION OF ON-TIME COMPLETION OF ORDERS 

The job attributes of principal interest were the total 
amount of time an order spent in the shop and the lateness or 
earliness with reference to the due-date. We hypothesised in 
Chapter III that, under a certain methods of assigning due-
dates, the length of order releasing date is important. If 
this release interval is short, there will be an accumulation 
of unfinished orders in the shop. Under a fixed processing 
capacity of the shop, the orders would be completed late. 
Again, when orders were released very late, they were completed 
late because of shorter available time between the release 



date and the scheduled due-date. Thus there seems to be an 
optimum release date. This was well observed in our investi-
gation. This release date was found to be 80 hours. The 
average lateness per order was -.01 hour i.e., an average 
order was completed .01 hour earlier. For a release date of 
20 hours the average lateness was found to be 3.16 hours and 
for a release date of 120 hours this figure was 6.15 hours. 

7.2 MINIMIZATION OF WORK-IN-PROCESS INVENTORY 

Under the same experimental set-up, the work-in-process 
inventory is a measure of congestion in the shop. If the 
order releasing period was short, a fresh batch of orders was 
released to the shop before the last batch was fully proces-
sed. The small size of orders provided little chance of com-
bining the lower level parts. As the release interval is 
increased, lower level parts for end-items are accumulated 
before they are released to the shop. As a result fewer parts 
remained in an unfinished stage in the shop. 

Of the many ways of measuring inventory attention was 
focused on the number of jobs rather than some measure of 
the work content. This was done for theoretical rather than 
practical reason. In a manufacturing shop reduction of the 
number of jobs in process is desirable, but reduction of the 
dollar value of inventory is often more important, and in 
most cases this is more highly correlated with work content, 
than simple job count. In our investigation for an assembly 



shop we were making a number of end-items from many similar 
sub-assembly and detail parts. Here the appropriate objective 
was minimization of the number of end-item orders awaiting 
completion. In this case the number of jobs in the shop was 
a direct and important measure of inventory. 



CHAPTER VIII 
3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The objective of this research was to investigate the 
effects of varying release dates of orders on the overall 
system performance. This effect was studied under one pri-
ority dispatching rule. The rule was "among a number of jobs 
waiting in queue, process the job which has the earliest due 
date," and in case of ties "chose the job with the shortest 
processing time." We arrived at a release date of 30 hours. 
The system performance was found optimum at this date. The 
validity of this result is restricted to the assumption of 
arrival rate and an exponential pattern of orders. The pro-
cessing time also was assumed exponential. The interaction 
of these arrival and processing rates coupled with the 
number of jobs per order gave a level of shop utilization. 
The results of this study are good for this level of utiliza-
tion (75%). For some other level of utilization this release 
date may vary. A general inference may be that, if the shop 
is operating at a higher level of utilization, it may be 
found proper to release orders early. However, the behavior 
of release date with reference to shop utilization remains to 
be seen. 

A second important criterion was the choice of a priority 
dispatching rule. The results of this study may be different 
for different priority rules. Though the earliest due date 
and shortest operation rule has performed well in many 



situations (6), its superiority over other rules is not un-
challanged. Moreover, this rule has no look--ahead feature. 
This, coupled with a short planning horizon made the results 
of the present investigation applicable to a restricted 
time period. This results may be applicable to a small 
company with short planning horizons or to maintenance 
problems. 

To make the results of this study applicable to a wider 
planning period a forecast could be made by extrapolating the 
past data on net orders received, using the following method 
described by Brown (24). 

s(t + ) = s(t) + b(t) [1/ , 0<=< <1, 

where S(t) and b(t) are estimates at time t of the average of 
net orders received and the trend in these orders, respectively. 
S(t) and b(t) are obtained from the following relations: 

S(t) = S ( t ) + (1-<X) S(t-1), and 
b(t) = [S(t) - S(t-l)] + (l- ) b(t-l) 

where S(t) is the number of net orders actually received in 
period t. The value of will depend upon the forecasting 
period. A value of 0.1 has found to give minimum fore-
casting error, when forecasting one month into the future (3). 
Once S(t + ), the forecast of net orders received at a time 
units in the future is obtained, an appropriate release dates 
can be determined. 



FUTURE RESEARCH 

Based on the experience gained from this investigation, 
possibilities for future research include: 

1. Study the effects of various interacting parameters, 
viz., the arrival and processing pattern and rate 
in determining release date. 

2. Determining the optimal quantity of each part to be 
released and study the variation in these quantities 
from the optimal number of end-item orders. 

3. Performance of GASP II language in solving large 
scale simulation problems does not seem satisfactory 
in referance to computer time. It is proposed to 
use other simulation language viz., GPSS and SIMSCRIPT 
and compare the language performance with respect to, 
(1) computer time, and 
(2) analysis of system performance. 

4. Study the system with queue order to determine 
the best due date not set by the sales department. 
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COMPUTER FLOW-DIAGRAM 



Fig. A-l MAIN PROGRAM 



Fig. A-2 Subroutine EVENTS 



Inilialise stor-
age Array 

Generate interarrival inter-
val; Schedule product; Add 
1 to the number of products 

Determine attributes of the product 
ATTRIB(l) = Scheduled time of next Event 
ATTRIB(2) = Event code (arrival-1) 
ATTRIB(3) = Arrival time of product 
ATTRIB(4) = Processing time per job 
ATTRIB(5) = Part number 
ATTRIB(6) = Order number 
ATTRIB(7) = Quantity per part 
ATTRIB(8) = Machine group requirement 
ATTRIB(9) = Due date for order 
ATTRIB(I0)= Batch number 

Store attributes in Product 
Storage Array, PROD(NoPART, 
IATTRIB) - ATTRIB(IATTRIB) 

Call GENERTE 

V 

(RETURN) 



ARRVL 

Call PRODCT 

Update quantity of each part. 
Update processing time for 
each part. Store the new 
values in protuct-storage 
array, PROD(NOPART,IATTRIB) 

Store attributes of end-item 
in EVENT file. Schedule 
next ARRVL event. 

(RETURN) 

Fig. A-4 Subroutine ARRVL 



Fig. A-5 Subroutine GENRTE 



Fig. A-6 Subroutine STOCK 



REPORT 

Determine quantity of each 
sub-parts 

Determine quantity of each 
detail parts to be made 

Update quantity of 
each detail part 

Determine lot number; 
Add 1 to lot number 

Assign the parts to re-
quired machine groups, 
starting with detail cart 

Determine 
Expected comple-
tion time for 
the job 

File the job before 
required machine 
group . . 
Update work con-
tent of the queue 

Collect statistics 
on machine group 

Call PROCES to 
schedule job and 
available machine 

l " " 
Determine the time 
when the machine will 
be available next 



Determine Expected 
completion time for 
all detail parts 

Start assigning sub-
parts 

Assign the part or put in 
queue before the required queue 
machine group 

Determine Expected com-
pletion time for sub-
parts 



(RETURN) 

Collect 
statistics 

on machine 

PROCES 

Identify the part (job) and 
machine group requirement. 
Determine time the part 
spends in shop. 

Yes 
Call SELECT 

Schedule selected 
part on available 
machine 

Update work con-
tent on queue 

Determine actual 
completion time of 
all parts 

Determine comple-
tion time of orders 

(RETURN) 

Collect statistics 
on completed 
orders 

Collect statistics 
on the shop 

(RETURN) 

Fig. A-8 Subroutine PROCES 





Fig. A-9 Subroutine SELECT (Contd). 



SIMULATION OUTPUT SAMPLES 



**GENERATED DATA** 

CODE MEAN STD. DEV. MIN MAX. OBS. 

1 155.15 13.36 

2 76.19 26.36 

3 231.23 13.35 

4 -0.45 6.36 

23.35 199.98 400 

31.23 123.68 400 

98.36 251.63 400 

-1.23 6.11 400 



CODE 

**TIME GENERATED DATA** 

MEAN STD. DEV. MIN. MAX TOTAL TIME 

1 1.93 0.83 

2 1.73 0.72 

3 1.36 0.56 

4 1.76 0.80 

5 1.89 0.73 

*** TOTAL UTILIZATION= 

SERVICE PERIOD (HRS.)= 

1601,19 2. 

1601.19 2. 

1601.19 2. 

1601.19 2. 

1601.19 2. 

87.22 

80.00 RUN 

00 1601.150 

00 1601.150 

00 1601,150 

00 1601.150 

00 1601.150 

# 1 
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The objective of this thesis was to simulate an assembly 
shop manufacturing a variety of end-items, requiring usage 
of certain sub-parts and detail parts in an inconsistent 
fashion. The simulation model was programmed in FORTRAN IV 
utilising GASP II (General Activity Simulation Program) to 
study the effects of various release dates of orders to the 
shop on the overall performance of the system. 

The simulations were performed assuming an exponential 
arrival of end-item orders. The common parts required by 
orders were identified and stored in a part file till the re-
lease date, at the end of which orders were released to the 
shop. They were processed with an exponential service time 
distribution by a group of five machines. The experiment was 
performed using one priority dispatching rule: "process the 
part with the earliest due date; in case of ties, chose the 
job with shortest operation time." The investigation was 
performed for different values of release dates. Under the 
present experimental set up a release date of 80 hours was 
found to give optimum system performance. 

Further investigations should be directed to study the 
effects of various interacting parameters, viz,, arrival and 
processing time distribution, level of shop utilization and 
choice of priority dispatching rule in determining suitable 
release date. 


